Metagenomic 16S rDNA Illumina Tags are a powerful alternative to amplicon sequencing to explore diversity and structure of microbial communities
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**Running Title:** Using miTags as alternative approach to explore diversity and structure of microbial communities.

**Summary:**

Sequencing of 16S rDNA PCR-amplicons is the most common approach to investigate environmental prokaryotic diversity, despite the known biases introduced during PCR. Here we show that 16S rDNA fragments derived from Illumina-sequenced environmental metagenomes (miTags) are a powerful alternative to 16S rDNA amplicons for investigating the taxonomic diversity and structure of prokaryotic communities. As part of the TARA-Oceans global expedition, marine plankton was sampled in three locations, resulting in 29 subsamples for which metagenomes were produced by shotgun Illumina sequencing (ca. 700 gigabases). For comparative analyses, a subset of samples was also selected for Roche-454 sequencing using both shotgun (m454Tags; 13 metagenomes, ca. 2.4 Gb) and 16S rDNA amplicon (454Tags; ca. 0.075 Gb) approaches. Our results indicate that by overcoming PCR biases related to amplification and primer mismatch, miTags may provide more realistic estimates of community richness and evenness than amplicon 454Tags. In addition, miTags can capture expected beta diversity patterns. Using miTags is now economically feasible due to the dramatic reduction in High-Throughput Sequencing costs, having the advantage of retrieving simultaneously both taxonomic (Bacteria, Archaea and Eukarya) and functional information from the same microbial community.
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Introduction

Microbes have fundamental roles in the functioning of most ecosystems (Falkowski et al., 2008), particularly in the vast ocean biome (DeLong, 2009). They also encompass a large taxonomic and metabolic diversity (Pace, 1997) that reflects their long history of evolutionary diversification. Still, many important questions in microbial ecology remain unsolved and have been waiting for technological progress to be investigated. The advent of High-Throughput Sequencing (HTS) technologies (e.g. 454 & Illumina) (Logares et al., 2012) is enabling the exploration of microbial diversity at an unprecedented scale. One of the first applications of 454-pyrosequencing in microbial ecology was the sequencing of ribosomal DNA gene (rDNA) amplicons (hereafter 454Tags) from environmental samples (Sogin et al., 2006). So far, only a handful of studies have used Illumina-sequenced PCR amplicons (iTags) to explore natural microbial assemblages (Caporaso et al., 2011; Caporaso et al., 2012; Werner et al., 2012; Bokulich et al., 2013). However, Illumina sequencers have a cost per base which can be 100 times lower than the 454 platform as well as a higher throughput (Glenn, 2011). Since both technologies became popular in microbial ecology relatively recently, a careful evaluation of their performances and biases is still ongoing (Huse et al., 2007; Quince et al., 2009; Claesson et al., 2010; Huse et al., 2010; Minoche et al., 2011; Nakamura et al., 2011; Quince et al., 2011). A limited number of HTS cross-platform studies have indicated different biases associated to 454 and Illumina platforms (Harismendy et al., 2009). For example, comparisons between 454Tags and iTags derived from the same DNA samples showed different classification efficiencies (Claesson et al., 2010). In general terms, amplicon-based approaches using both 454Tags and iTags recovered previously observed global diversity patterns (Caporaso et al., 2011; Zinger et al.,
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algorithms have been developed to minimize such biases and improve the error rate of Illumina (Harismendy et al., 2009; Aird et al., 2011).

The short length of Illumina reads may represent a limitation, although 16S rDNA reads as short as 100 bp can be enough for an accurate taxonomic characterization of microbial communities (Liu et al., 2007). In addition, simulations have shown that 16S rDNA fragments > 150 bp from multiple rDNA regions could be as accurate as the entire 16S rDNA sequence for taxonomic profiling of communities (Hao and Chen, 2012). Longer composite reads can be produced by merging paired-end reads from small insert-size libraries, a strategy that has been shown to produce results comparable to 454 FLX sequencing (Rodrigue et al., 2010). Read-length limitations are relaxing with the introduction of newer Illumina sequencers that produce longer reads (e.g. the HiSeq2500 and MiSeq produce 2x150bp and 2x250bp reads respectively, which after merging can generate reads up to e.g. 290 and 490 bp).

Other limitations may be related to the intrinsic characteristics of the 16S rDNA. This gene has regions with different evolutionary rates (Hillis and Dixon, 1991). Diversity metrics and classification accuracy depends on what region is being used (Claesson et al., 2009; Engelbrektson et al., 2010; Mizrahi-Man et al., 2013), and 16S rDNA gene fragments extracted from metagenomes will more or less randomly cover different areas of the gene, thus providing a mixed taxonomic and evolutionary signal. Nevertheless, using different regions may allow reconstructing the whole 16S rDNA sequence which could improve diversity analyses (Miller et al., 2011), although this method may be affected by the generation of chimeric sequences between closely related taxa.

Altogether, considering the mentioned biases, it is not surprising that taxonomic profiling of microbial communities based on 16S rDNA derived from amplicons or
metagenomes may disagree (Shah et al., 2011). In general, controlled quantitative studies comparing rDNA-based diversity using different sequencing platforms (e.g. Illumina vs. 454) and PCR-based vs. non-PCR-based (Tags vs. mTags) are very limited. Still, a recent study using synthetic microbial communities tested the capacity of PCR vs. non PCR-based sequencing at recovering known diversity, and indicated that the non PCR-based approach performed better (Shakya et al., 2013). Despite the obvious value of the latter approach to quantitatively uncover biases and potential errors, synthetic communities are still a great simplification of natural microbial communities. The environmental DNA pool is highly complex, encompassing thousands of different genomes which are in many cases unknown and normally present in very low abundances (Pedrós-Alió, 2006), therefore kinetics and amplification PCR biases may behave differently than in controlled studies. Thus, studies based on natural samples are also needed to complement with controlled laboratory experiments and in combination generate more realistic descriptions of microbial diversity.

Here we investigate whether 16S rDNA fragments derived from environmental metagenomes sequenced with Illumina (hereafter mTags) can capture diversity patterns of microbial communities. Our results are based on data from three marine stations that were part of the TARA-Oceans global expedition (Karsenti et al., 2011) and which were sequenced extensively using Illumina HiSeq2000 & GAIIx platforms. For comparative purposes, we generated metagenomes and 16S rDNA amplicon sequence data using the 454 GS FLX Titanium platform for a subset of these stations. We show that mTags can be used for taxonomic profiling of natural microbial communities as well as for richness, evenness and beta diversity estimations. Using mTags has at least two main advantages, 1) avoids PCR biases and 2) a large amount of functional data is simultaneously
produced when \(_{mi}\)Tags are generated. Thus, \(_{mi}\)Tags are a powerful alternative to the commonly used amplicon-based Tags for community analyses. Using \(_{mi}\)Tags is now feasible thanks to the dramatic decrease in sequencing costs.
Results

Thousands of 16S miTags covering all 16S rDNA gene regions can be extracted from metagenomes and taxonomically classified to RDP. The 29 Illumina metagenomes from the three analyzed marine stations consisted of about 700 Gb of sequence data covering five planktonic size fractions (0.2-1.6, 0.8-5, 5-20, 20-180 and 180-2000 µm). The approach used to extract and process miTags is displayed in Fig. S1. On average, 2.08 x10⁴ 16S miTags > 100 bases were extracted per sample (metagenome), although 7.9x10⁴ 16S miTags were retrieved from typically free-living bacterial size fraction (0.2-1.6 µm) (Table S2). Altogether, these miTags covered all 16S rDNA hypervariable regions (V1 to V9) with a decrease in coverage at the 16S extremes (Fig. S2). A cross platform analysis using miTags, m454Tags and 454Tags indicated that the three methods showed similar degrees of taxonomic classification efficiency to the RDP database (Cole et al., 2009) when using the naïve Bayesian classifier (Wang et al., 2007), albeit miTags had shorter sequence length (Fig. S3).

Assignment of miTags, m454Tags and 454Tags to reference OTUs. Most of the 16S miTags corresponded to the prokaryote size fraction (0.2-1.6 µm) and 94% of them were assigned to SILVA reference OTUs (Table S2). This indicates that the main fraction of bacterial taxa was represented in the SILVA reference database (Quast et al., 2013). About 28% of the total number of miTags mapped to the region V1-V3 (Table S2), which was later used in comparative cross-platform analyzses. This number was expected when considering a more or less uniform read coverage of the 16S rDNA (about 1,300 bp) and the length of the V1-V3 region (about 500 bp). The V1-V3 was selected because it includes the V3 region, which is highly used for marine 454Tags rDNA amplicon studies, and has a better resolution than the V6 region (Huse et al.,...
Similar results were obtained with m454Tags (about 92% of reads were assigned to SILVA reference OTUs, and of these about 20% were assigned to the V1-V3 segment; Table S3). The number of 454Tags that could be assigned to OTUs was slightly smaller (about 86%; Table S4). The range of OTUs obtained per sample using de novo clustering (i.e. not based on a reference database) with the 454Tags from region V1 (287-1204) and V3 (310-1443) was not different to what was obtained by assignation to reference OTUs (524-1070) (ANOVA; P-value >0.58) (Table S4).

**Richness and Evenness: a comparative analysis.** When using all miTags from all 16S rDNA V regions, miTags recovered on average 61% more OTUs than 454Tags (Table S5, Fig. 1A). When using a subsampling of 2,000 reads/sample, the increase is between 31.1 to 43.2% of OTUs per sample (Table S5). This increase translated to Chao-1 richness diversity estimator was 40.3% on average and equivalent results were also observed using the abundance-based coverage estimator index (ACE) (Table S6). Under the most comparable scenario, taking into account only miTags from the V1-V3 region and 454Tags trimmed to the same length-range as miTags (454Tags-trimmed), both miTags and 454Tags-trimmed recovered similar numbers of OTUs, ranging between 994-1178 for miTags and 586-1824 for 454Tags-trimmed (Fig. 1B). Values were even closer when subsampling at 2,000 reads per sample (miTags: 428-508 OTUs and 454Tags-trimmed: 443-515 OTUs). Rarefaction analyses using all miTags (covering the entire 16S rDNA gene) from the size fractions 0.2-1.6 and 0.8-5 μm indicated a larger richness in the 0.8-5 μm size fraction (Fig. S4). Interestingly, it was in the size fractions > 5 μm wherein the number of mapped miTags to reference OTUs dropped to 58% (Table S2) suggesting prokaryote novelty probably associated to larger particles.
We compared the capability of \( {\text{mi}} \)Tags and \( {\text{454}} \)Tags to detect prokaryote taxonomic diversity using both single reads as well as OTUs. At higher-rank taxonomic levels, \( {\text{mi}} \)Tags uniquely recovered several phyla (e.g. *Fibrobacteres* and *Tenericutes*) and classes (*Halobacteria*, *Chloroflexi*) (Table S7) in RDP classifications (Cole et al., 2009). At lower-rank levels, we found 748 genera that were exclusively detected by \( {\text{mi}} \)Tags (Fig. S5A; Table S7), whereas only nine genera were exclusively detected by \( {\text{454}} \)Tags (Table S8). Similar results were obtained in OTU-based analyses; when using both the TARA-V1-V3 dataset with and without subsampling (see Fig.1S). Again, a higher number of unique OTUs were recovered by \( {\text{mi}} \)Tags than by \( {\text{454}} \)Tags. When using the complete dataset, we observed that 40.8% of the OTUs were recovered by both \( {\text{mi}} \)Tags and \( {\text{454}} \)Tags, while 43.7% and 15.5% were recovered exclusively by \( {\text{mi}} \)Tags and \( {\text{454}} \)Tags respectively (Fig. S5B; left panel). For the subsampled dataset, normalization corrected artifacts that produced some of the differences between techniques, but still 446 OTUs were exclusively obtained by \( {\text{mi}} \)Tags and 274 OTUs by \( {\text{454}} \)Tags (Figure S5B, right panel).

We investigated the phylogenetic differences between the OTUs retrieved by \( {\text{mi}} \)Tags and \( {\text{454}} \)Tags from the same V1-V3 region (Fig 2). Both \( {\text{mi}} \)Tags and \( {\text{454}} \)Tags presented a good agreement by recovering taxa from the same evolutionary groups (Fig. 2). Still, there were cases where \( {\text{mi}} \)Tags recovered small clusters that were not recovered by \( {\text{454}} \)Tags as well as a few cases displaying the opposite pattern (Fig. 2). In general, unique OTUs from \( {\text{mi}} \)Tags were spread over all bacterial classes (see unique \( {\text{mi}} \)Tags clusters labeled with numbers in Fig. 2 and Table S7). Furthermore, \( {\text{mi}} \)Tags retrieved Archaea, which were expectedly absent in \( {\text{454}} \)Tags due to the use of bacterial primers.

The primer bias effect, as a potential explanation for the differences in OTU detection between both techniques, was furthered investigated in two fronts by (i)
analyzing the in silico coverage of the primer-pair set used for generating 16S rDNA amplicons Tags and by (ii) statistical analyses comparing the number of OTUs detected by each approach to the presence of mismatches with the primer pair used. First, we test the theoretical accuracy of the primer pair (27Fmod/533R). This pair covered 78.9% of the references and was well distributed across main phyla, where ranged between 60-100% coverage (Fig. S6). A few phyla were poorly represented in terms of coverage probably due to low number of sequences available in datasets (Fig. S6). Secondly, two $\chi^2$ tests of independence were performed between these two datasets (OTUs detected by 454Tags/miTags and primer detection with match/mismatch). We found a strong and significant dependence between OTUs detected only by miTags with 454Tags and the presence of mismatches ($\chi^2=53.04$, df=1, p<0.0001) (Table S9). Conversely, when we selecting only the OTUs detected with 454Tags, the OTU detection with miTags and the presence of mismatches appeared as independent factors ($\chi^2=1.45$, df=1, p=0.2284) (Table S9). This primer bias effect resulted in an underrepresentation of those OTUs having mismatches with the primer pair, and an overrepresentation of those OTUs with a perfect match with the primer pair. However, this primer bias effect cannot be associated to any phyla in particular although differences exist in the coverage within main phylum.

Further comparative analyses focused on the evenness patterns retrieved by miTags and 454Tags (Fig. S7). First, similar rank-abundance curves were observed when samples were subsampled (Fig.S7, right panel); however, some differences emerged when using data non-subsampled. Interestingly, miTags tended to recover a higher number of very low abundant taxa (<0.1%) from the rare biosphere (Pedrós-Alió, 2012) (Fig. S7, left panel). Despite the overall similarity in rank-abundance, different platforms (454 vs. Illumina) and approaches (Tags [amplicon-derived] vs. miTags)
indicated, in several cases, different abundances for the same OTUs (Fig. S7, left panel; Fig 3, panels A and B). When OTU abundances derived from $m_4$Tag, 454Tag and $m_{454}$Tag were compared, a better agreement was found between approaches not involving PCR ($m_{454}$Tag vs. $m_4$Tag) resulting in a higher correlation and a fit closer to the 1:1 line (Fig.3; Table S10). Interestingly, both comparisons involving PCR (i.e. involving 454Tag) resulted in smaller slopes and positive intercepts, indicating that the abundance of rare OTUs was underestimated and that the abundance of abundant OTUs overestimated with 454Tag compared to $m_4$Tag (Table S10). Finally, to examine the performance of $m_4$Tags for quantitative assessment of OTUs, we compared the relative abundance of several prokaryotic taxa obtained with $m_4$Tags with those obtained by two well established quantitative approaches: CARD-FISH counts (Fig. 4) and flow cytometry (Fig.S8). First, we measured four bacterial groups, SAR11, Gammaproteobacteria, Bacteroidetes and Roseobacter, which exhibited distinct abundance in environmental samples. Our findings revealed a good agreement between CARD-FISH and 454Tags / $m_4$Tags (Fig. 5; CARD-FISH vs. $m_4$Tags: Pearson r=0.866; p <0.001 and CARD-FISH vs. 454Tags: Pearson r=0.948; p<0.001). Similarly, a positive correlation was observed between cyanobacteria abundance ($Prochlorococcus$ and $Synechococcus$) measured by flow cytometry and $m_4$Tags-derived abundance ($Prochlorococcus$: Pearson’s r=0.782, p <0.001; $Synechococcus$: Pearson’s r=0.603, p <0.001; Fig. S8).

**Comparative community structure using $m_4$Tags and 454Tags.** UPGMA clustering analysis based on Bray Curtis distances was performed for the four analyzed datasets (TARA-ALL, TARA-TRIMMED, TARA-V1-V3, TARA-V1-V3-TRIMMED; see methods and Fig. S1) after subsampling them to 2,000 reads per sample (Fig. S9, panels A-D). In three out of the four datasets, the 454Tag samples clustered together instead of
with their corresponding miTag samples (Fig. S9, panels A-C). Only in the dataset considering trimmed 454Tags and the V1-V3 region (TARA-V1-V3-TRIMMED), one sample analyzed with 454Tags clustered with the same sample analyzed with miTags (Fig. S9, panel D). Furthermore, in this latter dataset, samples from the prokaryote size fraction (0.2-1.6 μm) analyzed with 454Tags and miTags clustered together forming a tight group (Fig. S9, panel D). The absence of clustering of the same samples analyzed with miTags and 454Tags reflects the unequal estimation of richness and evenness by the different techniques and platforms. Nevertheless, we observed a relatively strong correlation using binary (i.e. presence-absence) Bray Curtis dissimilarity values (mantel test: r (pearson) =0.75, p=0.002) between the same set of samples analyzed with miTags and 454Tags (prokaryote fraction from dataset TARA-ALL subsampled). This means that samples that were more dissimilar in composition according to miTags, were also more dissimilar according to 454Tags and vice versa. However, a weaker correlation was observed for the same set of samples when using the regular Bray-Curtis index, which considers relative abundances (mantel test: r (pearson) =0.44, p=0.023). This discrepancy could be associated to PCR biases affecting the relative abundance of taxa measured by 454Tags.
Discussion

In our metagenomic samples, miTags accounted for about 0.01-0.1% of the total reads, which is within the expected range. This 0.1% 16S rDNA recovery rate reported here and in previous studies (Rusch et al., 2007) seems to be independent from the sequencing technology (Sanger shotgun, Roche-454 and Illumina) providing a good plausibility check for metagenome sequencing projects. Due to the high throughput of Illumina platforms, the number of miTags recovered per sample (79,000 miTags on average for bacterial size fraction) can be considered more than sufficient for capturing community composition patterns (Caporaso et al., 2011). As expected, the yield of miTags for the typical bacteria size-fraction was higher (about 0.09%) than for size fractions > 5 μm (0.01%). Most miTags (94%) could be mapped to reference OTUs present in the SILVA reference database. Although the latter results come from three Mediterranean stations, these findings can be extrapolated to other marine photic samples. In fact, in another work, we have extracted all miTags for 72 globally distributed samples of 35 TARA-Oceans stations that represented surface, deep chlorophyll maximum (DCM), oxygen minimum zone (OMZ) and mesopelagic water samples, which showed similar miTags mapping percentages as for the three previous marine stations (Salazar et al., unpublished). Similarly, using RDP, most miTags (99%) could be confidently classified and in all cases, as it was expected, classification confidence decreased with lowering taxonomic levels (Claesson et al., 2010).

In this work, we assigned miTags to the reference OTUs derived from clustering the SILVA 108 reference database at 97% of similarity. This approach may have at least two drawbacks: (i) if a sample contains OTUs that are not present in the reference database, then they will not be accounted. Nevertheless, we found that most (>94%)
16S miTags from marine samples were assigned to reference OTUs, indicating that SILVA 108 is appropriate for typical marine surface studies. The second possible drawback (ii) is that miTags are shorter than 454Tags, and they contain less information for taxonomic assignment; this may be further complicated if a specific miTag cover a conserved 16S rDNA region. Thus, miTags may produce some diversity inflation, as different segments of the same 16S rDNA sequence (e.g. one conserved and another one variable) may be assigned to different OTUs. Nevertheless, the rarefaction analyses suggested that the potential inflation of diversity, if exists, is not too large (Fig. 1). In addition, statistical analyses based on OTUs from hypervariable regions (V1-V3) detected by miTags and 454Tags, indicated that the extra diversity recovered by miTags is at least partially associated to lineages not recovered with 454Tags (Fig. 2) due to primer mismatches (Table S9). A future potential advantage of miTags is that specific 16S rDNA V regions could be selectively extracted to conduct de-novo clustering with longer Illumina reads. This option is of particular importance when significant prokaryote novelty is expected, which may not be represented in reference databases.

Using all miTags, the OTU numbers per sample (alpha richness) detected in different marine samples and size-fractions were in the range of other marine studies (Pommier et al., 2010; Crespo et al., 2013; Sul et al., 2013), supporting their use in microbial diversity analysis. Beta diversity analyses reflected the somewhat different community compositions indicated by miTags and 454Tags for the same samples of the prokaryote fraction, which formed different clusters (Fig. S9). Thus, it appears that the most reasonable approach is to avoid mixing data from different platforms (Illumina and 454 in this case) and approaches (PCR vs. non PCR data). Our results indicated that both approaches (i.e. miTags and 454Tags) tend to provide a similar view of community
differentiation if abundance data is omitted, which could be associated to potential PCR biases on amplicon-derived approaches.

**miTags as an alternative for probing microbial diversity.** The generation of miTags does not require long PCR steps, a process well known to introduce biases. Generation of chimeric sequences and unequal amplification of targets during PCR may substantially distort microbial diversity estimations (Acinas et al., 2005; Haas et al., 2011). Furthermore, the primers used during PCR may not detect certain taxa (Hong et al., 2009) and may have variable specificity to other taxa. Our analyses indicated that miTags recovered more taxa at different taxonomic levels and OTUs than 454Tags. The recovery of more OTUs using miTags could be related, to certain extent, to errors during the OTU mapping step; limitations in the mapping algorithm could assign different fragments of the same 16S to different OTUs. However, the recovery of unique phyla, classes as well as other lower rank taxonomic levels indicates that miTags recover OTUs that are probably missed during the PCR step before 454Tag generation. These results were also supported by phylogenetic analyses, which showed that several clades (composed of more than a few reference OTUs) from different phylogenetic groups were only recovered by miTags (Fig. 2). Furthermore, the lack of detection of several OTUs with 454Tags was statistically proved to be related to primer mismatches, while there was no primer bias when testing the miTags approach (Table S9).

Not only did miTags and 454Tags differ in the number of recovered taxa, but also, and probably more markedly, in the registered relative abundances for the same OTUs. We have compared the effects of PCR using m454Tags and 454Tags. Some OTUs were abundant among 454Tags and rare with e.g. m454Tags or miTags and vice versa. These differences are most likely related to PCR biases, and agree with results indicating that
PCR underestimates rare taxa and favors the detection of abundant ones (Gonzalez et al., 2012). Probably for this reason, we observed that miTags captured more members of the rare biosphere than 454Tags. Using a different dataset from deep ocean marine microbial communities, we performed a comparison between miTags and iTags retrieving a similar picture as for miTags vs. 454Tags (Salazar et al., unpublished).

Finally, we have analyzed the sequencing platform effect by comparing miTags and m454Tags and the approach effect (amplicon PCR 454Tags vs miTags). Despite the observed deviations from a linear relationship, the non-PCR scenarios provided the most compatible results, thus supporting the use of metagenomic Tags (mTags) for community profiling (Fig. 3, panel C). Lastly, quantitative techniques different from rDNA sequencing (i.e. FISH & Flow Cytometry) showed comparable results, suggesting that miTags exhibited an equally-good quantitative performance at least for the taxa compared (Fig. 4). Using data from controlled synthetic microbial communities where differences between them could be adequately quantified, pointed out that metagenomics (both 454 and Illumina) outperformed amplicon 16S Tags sequencing to quantitatively reconstruct community composition (Shakya et al., 2013).

In summary, miTags are a feasible alternative for diversity analysis and prokaryote community profiling that avoids PCR biases. We summarized the characteristics of the analyzed approaches and platforms in Table 1. Depending on research goals different possibilities emerge. The longer sequences provided by 454-Roche platforms (up to 800-1000 bp) still are highly valuable to facilitate accurate assemblies for metagenomes or for designing new primers or probes for unknown microorganisms. Similarly, iTags would be of interest for those studies focusing on diversity saturation or having a very large amount of samples. Illumina metagenomes can be done with as a little as 100 ng of DNA, and it is important to remark that
Illumina sequencers are rapidly increasing their throughput and sequence length. For example, miTags are already longer in newer platforms (e.g. Illumina MiSeq generates 2 x 250 bp paired-end reads) improving OTU assignation and taxonomic classifications. Thus, the miTags approach will become more powerful and accessible in cost terms with the advance of High Throughput Sequencing technologies.
Experimental procedures

Detailed section of the experimental procedures can be found in the online version of this article under Supplementary Information.

**Building the \( \text{miTags} \), \( \text{m454Tags} \), and \( \text{454Tags} \) datasets.** From the 29 analyzed metagenomes, a total of \( 5.03 \times 10^9 \) and \( 1.79 \times 10^9 \) raw and merged paired-end metagenomic reads respectively were produced for Illumina (> 100 bp; GAIIx & HiSeq2000; Table S2). This represents about 700 giga bases (Gb) of metagenomic sequence data. From these libraries, \( 6.05 \times 10^5 \) 16S \( \text{miTags} \) > 100 bp were extracted (Table S2). Using 454 GS FLX Titanium platform, a total of \( 8.1 \times 10^6 \) reads from 13 metagenomes were produced (about 2.4 Gb) and \( 3.30 \times 10^3 \) \( \text{m454Tags} \) > 100 bp were extracted (Table S3). \( \text{miTags} \) (> 100 bp) represented a small fraction of all merged paired-end reads (0.09 % on average for the prokaryote size-fraction, Supplementary Table S2). Similar values were obtained using \( \text{m454Tags} \) (mean 0.11 %; Table S3). Due to the higher sequencing depth allowed by the Illumina platform (about 15 Gb per metagenome in our samples), we were able to extract between \( 5-9 \times 10^4 \) 16S \( \text{miTags} \) (> 100 bp) (\( \text{miTags} \)) per metagenome from the prokaryote size-fraction (Supplementary Table S2). A much smaller number of \( \text{m454Tags} \) was recovered due to the more limited throughput of the 454 GS FLX Titanium platform (Supplementary Table S3).

Additionally, 16S \( \text{454Tags} \) (derived from amplicon-sequencing of the V1-V3 region) were obtained from six samples from the prokaryote size-fraction (0.2-1.6 \( \mu \)m), totaling \( 2.63 \times 10^5 \) reads. After a stringent quality filtering, this dataset was reduced to \( 1.53 \times 10^5 \) \( \text{454Tags} \) (Supplementary Table S4). Using \( \text{454Tags} \), we obtained between \( 2.88 - 7.00 \times 10^4 \) reads (> 100 bp) per sample (Supplementary Table S4). The sequence data of 16S...
miTags, m454Tags and 454Tags used for this study were deposited in the European Nucleotide Archive (ENA) as follows: (i) Shotgun Sequencing of Tara Oceans DNA samples corresponding to size fractions for prokaryotes (0.22-1.6 µm) done by Illumina technology (miTags): ERA242033, ERA242034 and by 454-Ti pyrosequencing technology (m454Tags): ERA155563, ERA155562; (ii) Shotgun Sequencing of Tara Oceans DNA samples corresponding to size fractions for plankton larger size fractions (0.8-5, 5-20, 20-180 and 180-2000 µm) performed by Illumina technology (miTags): ERA242028 and 454-Ti pyrosequencing technology (m454Tags): ERA241291 and (iii) 16S rDNA Gene Sequencing (454Tags) of Tara Oceans DNA samples corresponding to size fractions for prokaryotes (0.22-1.6 µm) done by 454-Ti pyrosequencing technology: ERA242032.

**Analyzed datasets (OTU tables).** A total of four main OTU tables were constructed: the 1) TARA-ALL OTU table (OT), contained all miTags, m454Tags and 454Tags, while the 2) TARA-TRIMMED OT contained the same data as in 1) but here the 454Tags were trimmed to 100–150 bp. The OT 3) TARA-V1-V3 included only Tags that fell within the V1-V3 region, and the OT 4) TARA-V1-V3-TRIMMED, comprised miTags within the V1-V3 region and trimmed 454Tags (100–150 bp). Finally, all four OT were subsampled (in QIIME) to 2,000 reads per sample, to correct for potential biases introduced by unequal sequencing effort. Fig. S1 displays a simplified pipeline diagram of the datasets. From all OTU tables, we removed Archaea, Chloroplasts and Eukarya. Singletons as well as OTUs present in only one sample were included, as the reference-based OTU assignment approach reduces the chances of generating false OTUs (i.e. miTags/m454Tags/454Tags are mapped to Sanger reference sequences thus validating automatically the quality of the read).
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Table 1. General comparison of the different platforms and approaches

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Platform / Approach¹</th>
<th>Template</th>
<th>Coverage</th>
<th>16S rDNA specificity</th>
<th>16S rDNA recovery²</th>
<th>PCR bias³</th>
<th>16S rDNA overlap⁴</th>
<th>Taxonomic definition⁵</th>
<th>OTU Clustering⁶</th>
<th>€/Mb⁷</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>miTags</td>
<td>Metagenomic fragments</td>
<td>16S rDNA + functional metagenomic</td>
<td>Spanning all 16S rDNA</td>
<td>High / Medium</td>
<td>Absent</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Variable</td>
<td>Map to reference OTUs/ V region selection for de-novo</td>
<td>0.1 / 100* (HiSeq)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>m454Tags</td>
<td>Metagenomic fragments</td>
<td>16S rDNA + functional metagenomic</td>
<td>Spanning all 16S rDNA</td>
<td>Very Low</td>
<td>Absent</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Variable</td>
<td>Map to reference OTUs/ V region selection for de-novo</td>
<td>12 / 12000* (Titanium)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>454Tags</td>
<td>Amplicons</td>
<td>16S rDNA only</td>
<td>Specific 16S rDNA area</td>
<td>High / Very High</td>
<td>Present</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>De-novo &amp; Map to Reference OTUs</td>
<td>12 (Titanium)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>iTags</td>
<td>Amplicons</td>
<td>16S rDNA only</td>
<td>Specific 16S rDNA area</td>
<td>Very High</td>
<td>Present</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>High / Medium</td>
<td>De-novo &amp; Map to Reference OTUs</td>
<td>0.7 (MiSeq)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

¹ The four basic approaches are indicated: miTags (metagenomic Illumina 16S Tags), m454Tags (metagenomic 454 16S Tags), 454Tags (amplicon-based 454 16S Tags) and iTags (amplicon-based Illumina 16S Tags)
² Number of recovered 16S rDNA reads from the used template. Estimations depend on the throughput of the platform
³ PCR bias refers mostly to known primer biases and chimera formation
⁴ Overlapping of the recovered 16S rDNA fragments. 16S recovered from metagenomes show a limited overlapping that preclude typical clustering techniques
⁵ Taxonomic information associated to the recovered fragments. Fragments extracted from metagenomes normally present different amounts of taxonomic information (e.g. reads could be assigned to one specific genus or several families depending on their variability)
⁶ OTU clustering methods that can be used with the different approaches
⁷ Approximate costs per million of base pairs. Based on Glenn ((2011)). *Costs to generate miTags/m454Tags disregarding all the remaining data that is not 16S; for example, about 1 Gb of metagenomic data needs to be sequenced to obtain 1 Mb of metagenomic Tags, and the cost to generate 1 Gb is reported.
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Titles and legends to figures

**Fig. 1. Rarefactions.** Rarefaction analyses using two datasets. In panel A) only the dataset including all miTags and the 454Tags was considered. In panel B) the dataset considered included miTags falling into the V1-V3 region and trimmed 454Tags. Thus, panel A) represents the actual gathered data and panel B) the data most comparable between platforms and approaches. The dashed vertical line indicates a comparative sampling size for the datasets presented in A) and B). Note that in A) and B) the sample size was different due to the different characteristics of the datasets. Also note that the vertical axes have different lengths. The horizontal arrow indicates the maximum vertical value of B) in A).

**Fig. 2. Phylogenetic Tree.** Phylogeny of the OTUs recovered with miTags (V1-V3) and 454Tags where all samples were subsampled to 2,000 reads per sample (TARA-V1-V3 OT with subsampling). miTags are indicated in green and 454Tags in salmon color. The inner rings indicate OTU relative abundances (variable-length columns) and the outer rings (fixed-length columns) presence / absence of given OTUs in the 454Tags and/or miTags. A zoom of two selected areas of the tree is presented in boxes A & B. Box A exemplifies that relative abundance estimated by miTags and 454Tags can be either very similar or different for evolutionary related OTUs. Box B exemplifies that several evolutionary related OTUs (probably groups) might be recovered by miTags and not by 454Tags (and vice versa). Examples similar to the ones presented in Boxes A & B were observed throughout the entire phylogeny. Unique clusters of OTU from different phylogenetic taxa retrieved only by miTags and absent by 454Tags are represented by
numbers from 1 to 5. Main taxonomic groups are indicated by the tree leave’s color and corresponded to the legend at the bottom of the figure.

**Fig. 3. Platform and PCR biases comparison.** OTU abundances estimated with the three different techniques are compared for the pooled set of samples: A) 454Tags vs. miTags, reflecting a potential joint cross-platform and PCR biases effect, B) 454Tags vs. m454Tags only reflecting a potential PCR bias effect within the same sequencing platform and C) m454Tags vs. miTags only reflecting the cross-platform effect (no PCR involved). All comparisons were done with subsampling and the greatest possible number of reads/sample. Samples with less than 500 reads were excluded from the comparison. The red line is the best fit to a linear model.

**Fig. 4. Comparison between miTags, 454Tags and CARD-FISH.** Quantitative comparison of relative abundances of miTags (empty circles) with CARD-FISH counts or 454Tags (full triangles) vs. CARD-FISH. Relative abundances (%) of four different prokaryote groups (Bacteroidetes, Gammaproteobacteria, Roseobacter and SAR11) estimated with CARD-FISH are compared to miTags and 454Tags estimates. A linear model was adjusted and 95% confidence intervals were computed for the slope.
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